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QUESTION: 60
If flooding is a concern for a site that will house a CS 1000M Rls. 4.0 platform, which
redundancy configuration would you recommend?

A. Nothing because none of the CS 1000M platform support either redundancy schemes.
B. Use Campus Redundancy to place a mirrored CS 1000M platform in a separate building
connected via fiber.
C. Use Geographic Redundancy to place a mirrored CS 1000M platform at a remote site
connected via a WAN in a non-affected region.
D. Use a mix of Enterprise Media Gateway 1000T (EMG 1000T) and EMG 1000E systems to
distribute trunking and analog telephone throughout parts of the region that are NOT affected.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 61
Click on the exhibit button. Given the CS 1000S Rls. 4.0 network in the exhibit, what would
happen if a second Signaling Server was added for redundancy purposes?

A. One Signaling Server would be configured as Leader and the other as Follower. If the Leader
fails the media card will take over.
B. One Signaling Server would be configured as Leader and the other as Follower. Only one
Signal Server can be active at a time. The Follower polls the Leader and if it fails it will become
active.
C. One Signaling Server would be configured as Leader and the other as Follower. The two
Signaling Servers will load share TPS. If the Leader fails, the Follower will be become the Leader.
The IP Phones will re-register to the new leader.
D. There is NO Leader and Follower Signaling Server. Each Signaling Server will allow IP
Phones to register and if one fails the telephones registered to the failing Signaling Server will reregister with the remaining Signaling Server. If the failing Signaling Server returns it will notify
all the telephones originally connected and they will re-register with it.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 62
A company with a CS 1000M Rls. 4.0 system has IP Peer Networking configured between two
offices in the same region. Each office is equipped with one Call Server, one Signaling Server,
one Enterprise Media Gateway, 100 IP Phones and 20 digital telephones. To complete a call from
a digital telephone at site A to an IP Phone at site B, at which site will the Media Card resource
be used?

A.
B.
C.
D.

site A only
site B only
both site A and site B
neither site, a Media Card is NOT required

Answer: A

QUESTION: 63
In a CS 1000E Rls 4.0 system, how would a network planner provide connectivity between one or
more Enterprise Media Gateway 1000E (EMG 1000E) systems and the corresponding Call
Server?

A. An EMG 1000E has one native IP interface. Connect it to the same Layer 2 TLAN connection
on a switch with the Call Server.
B. An EMG 1000E has two native IP interfaces for dual-homing purposes. Connect each
interface to their own redundant Layer 3 ELAN connections.
C. An EMG 1000E has two native IP interfaces for dual-homing purposes. Connect each to the
same Layer 2 ELAN as its corresponding Call Server.
D. An EMG 1000E has two native IP interfaces. Connect one interface to an ELAN with the Call
Server and connect the other interface to the TLAN with the Call Server.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 64
Click on the exhibit button. Given the CS 1000 Rls.4.0 network shown in the exhibit, which
single network device could you use to create routed VLANs for the VoIP traffic, management,
and signaling data?

A.
B.
C.
D.

shared hub
Layer 2 switch
Layer 3 switch
Power over LAN (PoL) device

Answer: C

QUESTION: 65
A company is planning to purchase a CS 1000M-MG Rls. 4.0 system and wants to know how

many Ethernet ports will be required. The system has one Signaling Server, two Voice Gateway
Media Cards (VGMCs), one CallPilot IPE card and 24 IP Phones. For connecting to this system,
how many ports are required at the Ethernet switch?

A.
B.
C.
D.

32
34
35
36

Answer: B

QUESTION: 66
A customer with a CS 1000 Rls. 4.0 system wants to ensure that the management of the
centralized dialing plan and the configuration of the network routing information for the SIP
domain are properly facilitated. Which component provides these services?

A.
B.
C.
D.

the SIP Registrar
the SIP User Agent
the SIP Redirect Server
the Network Connection Server (NCS)

Answer: C

QUESTION: 67
A customer with a CS 1000 Rls. 4.0 system wants to make sure that the SIP Gateway is fully
redundant. Which solution ensures SIP Gateway redundancy?

A. Deploy a separate Signaling Server to run the SIP Gateway application as backup.
B. Deploy a Terminal Proxy Server (TPS) to run as a SIP Gateway application as backup.
C. Deploy an H.323 Gateway application on the same Signaling Server to run as a SIP Gateway
application backup.
D. Deploy a separate Signaling Server to run the H.323 Gateway application as backup for the
SIP Gateway application.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 68
A customer with a CS 1000 Rls. 4.0 system wants to have maximum redundancy for the H.323
Gatekeeper component. What is the recommended solution?

A. Besides the Alternate Gatekeeper, an Alternate Signaling Server can provide additional
redundancy for limited time.
B. Besides the Failsafe Gatekeeper as first fail-over option, an Alternate Call Server can be used
as second fail-over option only for local IP Phones.
C. Besides the Alternate Gatekeeper as first fail-over option, a Failsafe Gatekeeper should be
provided at each endpoint in the network as second fail-over option.
D. Besides the Survivable Media Gateway as first fail-over option, a Failsafe Gatekeeper should
be provided at each endpoint in the network as second fail-over option.

Answer: C
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